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Preface

Economic circumstances of the apparel business in Japan where correspondence to the
international society is done through necessity are in the situation that has deteriorated
remarkably, and Survival Strategy is urged rapidly as for the inspecting business in which
we are involved.

Many of products in the apparel business have been managed in those enterprises that
established overseas bases by factory investment and local cooperation, etc. in Asia for
many years. However, it is insufficient to improve the quality though every company paid
more efforts on the quality, and it has to pay a high repair cost in cheap products for a good
quality finally in Japan. Moreover, troubles such as treatment of defective products, claim
etc. happen also.

So, more and more relating enterprises established and operated businesses in an
integrated way as the agent from inspection business to technical instruction all over the
China for the purpose to reduce management expense in Japan few years ago, however, it
is the current situation that various problems occur, and fails to send products that can meet
needs in a Japanese trading market to Japan. The reason is not to mend former idea from
the factory.

Thus, we adopt factory business trip inspection by mastering methods to solve problems
that operating inspection companies in China hold, perform the entrusted technical
inspection, improve inspection technologies of factories, and ensure to send products that
can meet needs in a Japanese trading market.

We are pleasured if you could give some discussion on it.

President: Noboru Wakayama

Advantages of Assisting System for entrusting technical inspection

１． Technical inspection will be carried out in the factory specified by the client (inspection will be
done with contents instructed by the client).
２． Inspect technical instruction job, confirmation of specifications as per the instruction.
３．Mediation business of special factory according to items.
４． Confirm delivery time certainly, determine the imported amount early.
５． Classify good and defective products through inspecting in Chinese factory, remedy those
which can be repaired on spot. Because defective products will not be exported to Japan, all
trouble in Japan can be cleared.
６． Master defective rate, find defective contents early and contribute to next discussion and
measures making timely. Beside, it is unnecessary to move products in the factory, additional
labors can be saved.
７． It is able to find features, problems in Chinese factory early, if the factory pays efforts for future
improvement, a stable quality can be ensured.
８． Of course, expenditure in Japan will be down, traffic expense etc. in China also can be saved.
In addition, business trip expenditure of staff of the client will be saved.
９． Report the current situation to the client from the local.
１０．Report confirmation of production situation.

【Reference】 Problems happened in inspection companies in China
※In case to set up inspection center
１． For delivery from the factory to inspection center is late, the time till shipment date becomes very short, inspection time is little,
and problems on inspection system, on late delivery will occur.
In order to ensure the delivery firstly, finished products will be shipped without any remedy due to short time.
２．In case defective products and remedy products are found, it is necessary to return back the factory for remedy, cost of to-and
fro transport will not be solved smoothly.
３．Damage on products occurred when going and coming between the factory and inspection center! Especially heavy clothes.

Contract Contents
１.Establishment of L/C terms.
２.Submit documents in which factory name, address, telephone number,

proposal, change letter etc.

person in charge are indicated clearly. Submit the permit of entry to the factory in
China to the technical inspection company issued by the client.
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３.Submit documents including proposal, specifications, amount, delivery time,
confirmation opinion etc. of the product to be inspected.
４.Settlement will be carried out in accordance with standards in Japan, the
payment item of labor cost shall be subjected to domestic management expense.
In case to settle in China, the labor cost will be up 6％～17％ (the amount of tax)
due to tax.
５.The labor cost will be determined as per a piece or according to negotiation
with the client.
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Inspection Conditions and Requirements
１. Regarding the inspection entrusting to products which have been inspected
in the factory, ① in case of inspection fully, 50-60% is finished and tags become
complete. ② in case of spot inspection, products in all colors and all sizes
become complete. If not complete, it will abide by the instruct of the client.
２. Visited according to agreed date, but if commodities to be inspected fail to
finish, and had to return back, the all traffic charge and part of daily subsidy will
be paid.
３ . In case defective products are found, re-inspection fee will be paid
additionally. In case defective rate exceeded 50% when inspected, it is possible
to refuse Inspecting The responsibility in case to refuse inspecting will be borne
by the factory fully, please resolve with the client.
４. The foods (lunch and evening) of inspection technicians will be supplied by
the factory, whose lodging will be arranged by the factory and inspection
company will bear the fee.
５. During the inspection, the factory will try best to assist. When the act of
disregarding the standard of inspection company is found, the factory shall bear
all responsibilities.
６. Inspection finish report is made in three copies. It is necessary for leader of
the factory to sign.
７. Inspection fee will be paid within 15 days after delivered.

Technical Inspectors
１.Education is carried out to make inspectors mastering Japanese commonsense
sense to products for Japan, and employ those inspectors passing the educational
practice. [Carry out practice and training of the inspection in Japan every year（
Heavy clothes center）
２. Business trip technical inspector: 100 person（s by January 2009）
３. Staff in all offices can exchange in Japanese (also able to call in Japanese)
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